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INTRODUCTION
By Marcia L.Vose

That Joel Babb is an artist of many talents is evident in this, his third exhibition at Vose Galleries. Departing from his very successful depictions of cityscapes
viewed from on high or his large-size panoramas of the Maine woods, this group of
thirty new works stems from a desire to loosen his brushstroke and paint on location.
Summarizing his various approaches to painting, Joel notes:
One could talk forever about the differences of painting outside in the open air or working in
the studio either from imagination, drawings or from photographs. Every way is different and
each way contributes to your way of seeing, both as an artist and as a viewer . . . I found that
painting more outside over the past two years has reinvigorated the whole practice of my painting so that it was fun again, including my very detailed studio work depicting city vistas. It is
probably important to remember that working in different ways is critical to keep from becoming stale.

Finally, as a testament to Joel’s impressive talents, we have included his recent major studio painting: A Coronary Bypass Graft Operation at Brigham’s [Boston].Ten
years in the making, there is a biographical nod to this painting as Joel recalls his
own heart surgery when he was a child:
As a boy I had heart surgery to correct an inter-atrial defect, and that fact has been difficult
to deal with all my life. I wished to revisit the whole theme with a painting of my own, without the constraints of a commission, and experience heart surgery from outside, as an observer
rather than the subject.

Following his wish to paint on location, Joel takes us through the Maine
woods, not on a grand scale, but through intimate smaller scenes in varying light, akin
to the French Barbizon painters of the mid nineteenth century. Many of the scenes
in this exhibition focus on brooks, rocks and trees, as Joel explains:
I have become more and more fond of painting brooks because of the excitement of what the water
was doing, and because they changed from day to day, and season to season, but always offered
a view with plenty going on.

(Detail) A Coronary Bypass Graft Operation at the Brigham’s (p.23)

The result is a painting of epic proportions in the style of Thomas Eakins’
Gross Clinic or Agnew Clinic. These great paintings explore the heroism of surgeons,
and confront the mind/body issue and the frailty we all eventually have to come to
terms with.
A SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT:

Painting at Bernd’s Brook

Working on Gulf Hagas In the Studio

Also for this exhibition, Joel set his easel down in the nearby Maine farmyards, recording the almost iridescent light for which New England is so famous.
Almost on that same latitude, Rome presents the same quality of light as New England but also provides centuries-old architectural gems that appeal to Joel’s love of
cities.The artist’s lush images of Rome remind us of another Barbizon master, JeanBaptiste-Camille Corot (1796–1875), one of Joel’s mentors. In the 1830s, Corot
too painted these same Roman environs, capturing the warm light and contrasting
shadows of this magnificent city.

A long over-due book about Joel Babb is being published this fall, entitled
Nature and Culture:The Art of Joel Babb. Distributed by the prestigious University Press
of New England, the book is authored by Carl Little, the leading writer about New
England artists, whose work includes Edward Hopper’s New England, The Art of Monhegan Island and Winslow Homer and the Sea. Numerous illustrations of Babb’s major
paintings of Boston, Maine and Rome are complemented with contributions by Anita
Shreve, Christopher Crosman and Bernd Heinrich.
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Photo by Bernd Heinrich

An easel placed in the landscape is the
beginning of an artist’s interaction with
nature, and the process of distilling the
sensations and feelings in a work of
art—and it can also be in these paintings an invitation to a viewer to take
part—to enter into that process.

A Windy Day, Nezinscot River,Turner, Maine
Oil on linen, 12 x 16 inches, 2010

One branch of the Nezinscot River forms
the back border of our property in Sumner. The river flows from Sumner to
Buckfield to Turner, and then joins the
Androscoggin River, one of the four
major rivers of Maine.On a windy day I
tied up on shore and painted, and when
I got out to stretch my legs I realized at
once that the canoe itself with the easel
set up in it, the painting on it, and the
motif represented in the distance made
an ideal subject of a painting and gave
me an idea of a theme to explore for this
show:a series of paintings done in a particular locale, and related compositions
including the easel—reflections on the
process and experience of painting in nature.

-Joel Babb
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Placid River, Nezinscot River,Turner, Maine
Oil on wood panel, 9 7/8 x 16 7/8 inches, 2010

Painting in a Canoe, Nezinscot River,Turner, Maine
Oil on linen, 53 1/4 x 42 1/4 inches, 2010
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Sunset on the Nezinscot,Turner, Maine
Oil on linen, 49 x 52 1/8 inches, 2012
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Along the Androscoggin, Canton Point, Maine
Oil on canvas, 32 x 36 inches, 2011
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My feeling is that a painter should
vary his or her way of working. One
should draw and paint the human
figure even if specializing in landscape. And I feel an artist benefits in
working from imagination,from life,
and from photographs. Each way
lends its strengths and has its weaknesses.
Last summer I took a big break from
painting in the studio and decided
any time the weather permitted I
would work outside. I began with
smaller paintings when the snow was
melting,and soon tried to work much
larger than I had been used to outside.

On the Nezinscot River in Buckfield,
our new dog, Breughel always accompanied me, and after a thorough
exploration of the area from his doggish point of view would park himself in the shade of the umbrella to
survey the scene while I was painting. I often took great pleasure in the
thoroughness and happiness with
which he explored the same scene I
did,growing more familiar with it as
I did and possessing it from his own
perspective as did I.

Old Mill Site on the Nezinscot,Turner, Maine
Oil on canvas, 36 x 32 inches, 2011

-Joel Babb

Afternoon Effect, Nezinscot River,Turner, Maine
Oil on linen, 22 x 28 inches, 2010
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Painting by the Brook—Breughel Watching, Nezinscot River,Turner, Maine
Oil on linen, 48 x 42 inches, 2012
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I realized that I was becoming more
and more fond of painting brooks because of the excitement of what the
water was doing, and because they
changed from day to day, and season
to season, but always offered a view
with plenty going on. The theme
which emerges is the pattern of light
falling in a spotted fashion over the
rocks and water. But the rocks themselves have shadows and modeling
and are already spotted with their
own color and moss. So it becomes
very dynamic and complex to get at
what the light is doing: throwing
patterns over patterns. Not the easiest thing to paint. Sargent’s paintings of brooks in the Alps are
tremendous.I’ve learned a great deal
about color from the Impressionists,
but also from Sargent’s understanding of color and light, which is second to none.

The energy of sunlight drives the succession of the forest.There is a large
fallen tree,and two other trees are in
the process of bowing down. But as
soon as they are down, they are colonized by other life forms,and nothing is wasted.The viewer may observe
this cycle of energy,growth and decay
with a sense of detachment, but the
viewer too is part of the cycle of
birth, growth and decay.
-Joel Babb
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Against the Light,Wight Brook, Grafton Notch, Maine
Oil on linen, 27 3/4 x 21 7/8 inches, 2011

Easel at Wight Brook, Grafton Notch, Maine
Oil on linen, 22 x 28 inches, 2012
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Gulf Hagas required a long walk to
get to the site.It is a deep gorge,so in
the afternoon the light gets down
onto one side, and in the morning
the other side. So I did sketches and
photographed one afternoon and returned the next morning because I
wanted to get some light on both
sides of the painting. As I was sketching about 11 AM,the light suddenly
began to stream down through the
tree at the right of the gap,and capturing that effect became the aim of
the picture.

Back in the studio I did a large
meticulous drawing which combined
the elements of various view points
and times of day, and squared it off
and transcribed it to the canvas—
and then began the underpainting.
This process was so meticulous I
began to feel I “couldn’t see the forest for the trees.” So, I gave it a rest
and began painting outside as soon
as the snow melted at Morrill Farm
in Sumner.

The Pleasant River—AVariation, near Bethel, Maine
Oil on canvas, 20 x 24 inches, 2010

Soon,painting was fun again.Working directly without an elaborate
under-drawing,using a brush loaded
with 3 or 4 colors, thinking about
Impressionist color techniques, being
out in the changing light with a
“morning” painting and an “afternoon” painting—with my white umbrella diffusing the glare of the sun,
my easel tied down with ropes to keep
from being blown over—eyes were
freshened, new territory explored,
and the enjoyment of painting returned.
-Joel Babb
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Old Tree by the Brook, Morrill Farm, Sumner, Maine
Oil on linen, 22 x 26 inches, 2007

Gulf Hagas, Maine
Oil on linen, 45 1/8 x 64 1/8 inches, 2012
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I made several trips to Mt. Desert to
paint. Even the presence of so many
people cannot overwhelm the epic
beauty of the place. I managed to
find quiet places to paint a little off
the track. One foggy morning, going
to my spot, I startled a herd of deer
on the road, and getting out of my
truck I saw fine spider webs from the
trees going across the roadway telling
me that I was the first to pass that
way that morning.

Minute to minute,day to day a landscape changes completely.Even when
the sea is calm,the barren rocks bear
evidence of waves of immense size
having ground away the Maine
woods to their foundations. I returned to Acadia the day after last
summer’s hurricane to photograph
the surf and sea at its most exalted
and spectacular. Those photos informed the final state of the large
painting of the Mount Desert coast.
Both The Maine Coast, and Gulf
Hagas were begun before my interlude of painting on location, and
both were energized and revised and
finished afterward.
-Joel Babb

Easel at Otter Cliffs, Mt. Desert Island, Maine
Oil on linen, 36 x 24 inches, 2012
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The Maine Coast, Mt. Desert Island
Oil on linen, 42 x 84 inches, 2012
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I can understand why Monet painted
a series of paintings from the same
location, with the light at different
angles. And if you were to add the
changes of weather, then you could
do quite a bit of work without ever
moving from one place.

The initial intuition can come in a
flash, but painting in a spot as the
light changes adds infinitely to the
understanding of the possibilities.
There is no better way to be steeped
in the atmospherics of a place than
trying to paint it. So many times I
have finished a little oil painting
and turned and caught a slightly
different view and realized that the
other was the view I should have been
doing all along. So one must begin
somewhere, and that is just with the
little intuition, but then realizing
that working on something is what
brings out the better ideas.

Hunters's Head, Mt. Desert Island, Maine
Oil on linen, 21 7/8 x 27 7/8 inches, 2011

-Joel Babb

Otter Cliffs from the North, Mt. Desert Island, Maine
Oil on wood panel, 15 x 24 inches, 2011
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Otter Cliffs in Fog, Mt. Desert Island, Maine
Oil on wood panel, 8 3/4 x 12 inches, 2011

Surf Sounds in Fog, Hunter’s Head, Mt. Desert Island, Maine
Oil on wood panel, 8 3/4 x 12 1/8 inches, 2011

Otter Cliffs, Mt. Desert Island, Maine
Oil on linen, 28 x 22 inches, 2011
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Morrill Farm is one of the few working farms left in Sumner.Agriculture
has been in decline for over a century,
and the population of Sumner
peaked in the 1840s. Most of our
landscape consists of forests which
have grown up in former fields. It is
exciting to spend time painting on a
working farm, where the seasons and
the weather are so important to the
life of the farm.The hay farmer looks
at the elements with an acute eye,
monitors the humidity, the wind, the
drainage of the field,and has a sense
for tomorrow’s weather. Making hay
is not without a certain artistry.
Painting on the farm you begin to
understand the farmer’s perspectives,
his love for the land and the life,and
the dedication of his whole family.

Clouds: Early Spring Weather, Morrill Farm, Sumner, Maine
Oil on canvas, 20 x 24 inches, 2011

-Joel Babb

TheView from the Knoll, Morrill Farm, Sumner, Maine
Oil on linen, 21 3/4 x 27 3/4 inches, 2011
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Farm on North Hill, Buckfield, Maine
Oil on linen, 22 x 30 1/8 inches, 2002

Morrill Farm has an old fashioned
bed and breakfast as well as the animals from which they derive their
own eggs and butter, bacon, sausage
and other meats. They welcome
painters, and from time to time former students and friends come and
stay at the farm and paint.Thus I
can visualize Barbizon painters
boarding with local families to paint
the forest of Fontainebleau, or the
early White Mountain painters, or
painters on Mount Desert living on
the land with local families.
As soon as the snow cleared from the
fields and the farmer was mending
all his fences, I began painting at
Morrill Farm.Our German shepherd
puppy,Breughel,came every day with
me, playing and rough housing with
the dogs that live on the farm.This is
the perfect elementary school for a
dog, lots of phys ed and socialization. When the trees began to leaf
out, I abandoned the farm for the
woods, finding places along the
Nezinscot River.
-Joel Babb

In the Puddle, Morrill Farm, Sumner, Maine
Oil on canvas, 16 x 20 inches, 2011
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From the time that I first visited
Rome for several months in 1969-70
after college, I realized that Rome
has the spectacle of western culture
from Early Roman, Imperial Rome,
early Christianity—and the revival
of the classical idea of painting,
sculpture and architecture in Renaissance and Baroque and Neoclassical forms.I began to think of it not
as a late 20th century city,but as an
artistic creation out of time, suspended in some transcendent place.

Tiber Island, Rome
Oil on wood panel, 15 x 24 inches, 2010

It was in Rome that I decided to try
to become an artist and not pursue a
career in art history.
-Joel Babb

Ponte Fabricio, Rome
Oil on wood panel, 15 x 24 inches, 2010
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S. Gregorio Magno from Palatine, Rome
Oil on wood panel, 15 x 10 1/8 inches, 2010

From the Botanical Gardens, Palazzo Corsini, Rome
Oil on wood panel, 15 x 24 inches, 2010

S. Bonaventura on the Palatine, Rome
Oil on wood panel, 15 x 24 inches, 2004
Rooftops near Piazza Navona, Rome
Oil on wood panel, 15 x 24 inches, 2010
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The painting A Coronary Bypass Graft Operation
has been very long in gestation—in a way, its roots go
back to my childhood. As a boy I had heart surgery to
correct an inter-atrial defect, an experience that had
been difficult to deal with all my life—and I wished to
revisit the whole theme with a painting of my own, no
constraints of a commission, and experience heart surgery from the outside, as an observer rather than the
subject. I saw the patient’s heart exposed and beating,
and then stopped by the surgeons to work on the graft.
And because the anesthesiologist allowed me to stand
where she usually stands, I was able to see the patient’s
head. She had a little stool on which to look over the
screen to see what the surgeons were doing, and I stood

on this to take pictures. It is a perspective looking
downward, so there are various accommodations made
to be able to see both the head of the patient and also
the area in which the surgeons are operating.

The experience of observing and then painting this picture has subtly changed my feelings about
my own past, and I think it is an arresting and
Promethean subject. Also, I’m mindful of Eakins’ Gross
Clinic, The Agnew Clinic, and Rembrandt’s Anatomy Lesson of Dr.Tulp, and other great paintings which explore
the heroism of surgeons, and confront the mind/body
problem, and the frailty we all eventually have to come
to terms with.

Young Joel Babb

When I did the painting of the first successful organ
transplant in man (1954), which hangs at the Countway Medical Library at Harvard Medical School, I was guided by Dr.
Joseph Murray (who received a Nobel Prize for doing the
transplant) through several surgical operations at the Brigham
andWomen’s, and was allowed to take photographs to gain a familiarity with the activities of a surgical theater, and a sense of
the light and color.
Dr. Francis Moore, former Chief of Surgery at
Brigham andWomen’s, commissioned this work, and wanted to
show both the donor operation and the recipient operation simultaneously. He also wanted include a series of portraits of
other doctors whose work was behind the work of the surgical team. I had to figure a way to spatially combine everything
in a plausible manner.There was quite a lot of work with perspective and showing many sketches to the doctors to get their
impressions.

Joel Babb, The First Successful Organ Transplant (Countway Library of Medicine, Harvard Medical School)
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A Coronary Bypass Graft Operation at the Brigham's
Oil on linen, 40 x 70 inches, 2010
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Announcing the publication of:

“With his images of Boston, Babb takes his place alongside
his contemporaries Richard Estes, Rackstraw Downes, and
a handful of others as one of the foremost city painters of
his time. His images of the New England Landscape also
belong in the pantheon of artists that stretches back to the
Hudson River School in the nineteenth century.”
—Carl Little, author, Nature and Culture:The Art of Joel Babb

In this first-ever overview of Joel Babb’s work, Nature and Culture:The Art of Joel Babb follows the artist’s life and works from his earliest
calling to the arts to his mature philosophy and practice of painting. Author Carl Little, the leading writer about New England artists whose work
includes Edward Hopper’s New England,The Art of Monhegan Island, and Winslow Homer and the Sea, offers a compelling account of Babb’s evolution as
an artist, from his earliest days in Nebraska, through his studies at Princeton University and the school of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, to his
move to Maine and his recognition as a preeminent painter of American cities. Filled with illustrations of Babb’s major paintings of Boston, Maine
and Rome, Nature and Culture will be distributed by the prestigious University Press of New England. Contributions by Christopher Crosman,
founding curator of the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art and former director of the Farnsworth Art Museum; Bernd Heinrich, natural
historian and author; and Anita Shreve, novelist, round out this portrait of an American master.
Available October 15 from University Press of New England, Lebanon, New Hampshire.
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